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spheroids and the spheroid bed contains no pedogenic features, thus diagenesis is not likely to be 
responsible for the spheroid formation nor the isotopic signatures. 

The calcite spheroids may have been produced by circulating hot brines, as the diamictite 
contains pockets of authigenic quartz of probable hydrothermal origin, and radial-fibrous calcite 
pisoids have been reported from a variety of environments with supersaturation of a CaCO, 
solution and agitation. The radial-fibrous structure appears to be indicative of rapid growth in a 
supersaturated environment. Nevertheless, these brine pisoids usually form as aragonite, and the 
Albion examples are primary calcite. Furthermore, rare fragments of the calcite spheroids are 
found within the spheroid and diamictite beds, suggesting that they formed prior to or during 
deposition of the ejecta, not later during hydrothermal activity. 

Given the abundance of altered glass, exotic clasts, striated and polished boulders, and 
other evidence for an impact origin for the spheroid and diamictite beds, we suggested that the 
spheroids and matrix material were also a direct product of impact, possibly condensates from the 
Chicxulub vapor plume (3). The geochemical data presented in this paper support the 
condensation hypothesis. Impact fractionation signatures have been observed in carbonates formed 
by the back reaction of CaO and CO, within the Haughton crater (4), whose authors also propose 
a kinetic model where a maximum of -10 0100 fractionation of C and a -18 0100 fractionation of 
0 is possible in the impact vapor products. The isotopically light carbonates from Albion Island 
fit such a fractionation scheme, with the range of values perhaps relating to mixtures of re- 
carbonization of vaporized and partially vaporized materials. The Albion dolomite spheroids and 
silt matrix exhibit greater fractionation of C than 0, which is expected if the 0 in the dolomites 
is derived from both the vapor (COJ and solid (CaO-MgO) components in the ejecta plume. 

In conclusion, much of the carbonate in the Chicxulub ejecta deposits from Albion Island 
exhibit both textures and geochemistry consistent with a vapor plume condensation origin. If such 
a condensation hypothesis is confirmed, then massive amounts of CO, must have been removed 
from the vapor plume shortly after impact. The absence of sulfate condensates at Albion Island 
indicates that similar back reactions of CaO and SO,-SO, did not occur, however such reactions 
may have occurred elsewhere (Albion is 360 km from the crater center). The much greater shock 
pressures required to vaporize sulfates compared to carbonates (5) suggests that the sulfur vapors 
would reside in a hotter part of the plume and perhaps not react as readily with CaO. The Albion 
data further support the view that the impact release of CO, produced minor atmospheric 
perturbations and resultant climatic change, and that sulfur may have had much more severe 
effects. This work is supported by the NASA Exobiology Program and by The Planetary Society. 
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